
TO: WRT 227 Students (J-Term 2018) 

FROM: Stephanie West-Puckett, PhD 

SUBJECT: Case 1 (Name Change Research Report for Company Owners, Email to Employees, 
and Customer Email) 

DATE: January 2, 2018 

DUE: Due Sunday, January 7th by 11:59PM. Email PDF attachment with proper file name to 
stepwp@uri.edu 

For the Research Report:  

1. Choose a company OR create a hypothetical company that you are working for. If you 
choose an existing company, find one that has changed its name for whatever reason—
threat of lawsuits, expanding nationally, etc. If you make up your own company, you’ll 
need to invent a situation such as those described above that might require renaming 
and rebranding.  

2. If you choose an existing company, research why they changed their name and how 
they went about doing so—including time frame, rational for new name/logo, process 
of rebranding, advertising, and financial impacts. If you make up a fictional company, 
research a similar type of company that changed their name for a similar reason and 
find out why they changed their name and how they went about doing so— including 
time frame, rational for new name/logo, process of rebranding, advertising, and 
financial impact. 

3. Based on your research, decide if the company you work for should change its name. 
Will the name change be in the best interests of company owners, employees, 
customers, and the larger community? 

4. Write a recommendation report (2-4 pages single spaced) for company owners that 
makes an argument for or against a company name change. These are the sections (a-
e) that must be included in your report:  

a. Executive Summary In 1-2 paragraphs, state the issue at hand and the point of 
the report. State your argument clearly and give a brief justification of your 
decision on company name change. 

b. Background Section Describe your companies’ situation and the transition you 
are recommending. Find out what you can about the existing company or 
invent a history that is likely for the company you have created.  

c. Transition Timeline  If you chose an existing company, describe the process of 
transitioning to a new name and brand identity. What steps were taken? When 
and by whom? Describe the old logo and the new logo. How were customers 
made to feel or to accept the change? Include visuals (pictures or logos taken 
from online or original artwork) to demonstrate logos and brand identity. If you 
chose a hypothetical company, use your comparison company research to 
outline an effective transition process to new name and brand identity. What 



steps must be taken? When and by whom? Describe the old logo and the new 
logo. How were customers made to feel or to accept the change? Include 
visuals (pictures or logos taken from online or original artwork) to demonstrate 
logos and brand identity. 

d. Financials If available, describe costs that the company did or will incur from 
this transition. If unable to find financial data, discuss your search process and 
the kinds of data you weren’t able to find.  

e. Conclusion Reiterate the major conclusion you asserted in the executive 
summary and pull major themes from sections b-d to support your decision on 
the name change. 

REMEMBER: We want to collect as much information as possible on this name change. So be 
sure to look for mass media (articles, business journals). Try to find statistics (if possible), if 
not state that you’ve not found any and assure your audience that you’ve searched 
thoroughly. Try to find any information on brand loyalty or any economic data. Find: evidence 
of both old and new visual presence: logo, advertising, etc. Include these examples of both 
old and new logos and advertising strategies. Remember your ethos, you have corporate 
colleagues who want to feel assured that you have done your job and will want to know your 
research process It’s always better to say/write more about these things than less. Follow 
example in textbook for research report formatting. 

For the Email and Letter:  

Do bullets 3 and 4 (of Case #1), on page 38. In order to do this, you should stick to your 
company/companies you chose above. Therefore, for the whole assignment (all three bullets) 
you will have three deliverables.   

1) Email to Employees (internal; one page, single-spaced): Be sure to discuss what’s 
happening (our name is changing because, or “we thought about a name change but 
have decided against it because…”), why (how much can we or should we tell them, 
and what might that depend on?). Think about your tone. You’ll want it to be 
professional, but not too casual in phrasing. You’ll want to be concise, positive/upbeat 
but not fake. Consider your organizational culture, how much is telling them too 
much, but not enough? Be sure to assure them of company stability. This will be a 
email using the following headers: 
TO: Employees (Corporate Employees), <INSERT EMAIL LIST HERE>  
FROM: Create position and title  
DATE: Contemporary  
SUBJECT: Your choice here.  

2) Letter to Customers (public document; one page, single-spaced): Focus on the “what’s 
happening here” (for example: “Our name is changing because…”), use a positive and 
upbeat tone (but appropriate to the situation, which can vary). Acknowledge potential 
discomfort (for example: “we understand…”). Let customers know what to expect 
during the transition. Address customers properly. For example: “TO: Loyal Customers, 
Valued Clients, etc.”. Use an existing company letterhead or once you’ve created for 



your fictional company. The letterhead can be simple, but it should include your new 
company’s logo. Keep the letterhead under 2”.  

Criteria for Grading: 

• Content (50%): Clarity of writing (complete sentences, clear objectives), Effective 
Organization (use of headings, sections), Thoroughness (covering all required areas). 
Presence of three distinct documents (research report, email to employees, and letter 
to customers) that both stand-alone and work together to demonstrate an audience-
centered ability to solve the “name change problem.” 

• Form (50%): Clean copy (polished draft, minimal-to-no grammar or spelling errors), 
professional language/formal tone, use of professional font size and type (single 
spaced, 10 to 12 point font size, Times New Roman/Helvetica/or Arial), appropriate 
title page, business letterhead, or memo format in top-left corner (but not all three, 
choose one or the other), consistent margins (between 1 inch and 1.25 inches all the 
way around), proper file name (YOURLASTNAME_Case1.pdf).  


